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Managing 
Making happen what’s supposed to 
happen anyway 
Leading 
Making happen what isn’t going to 
happen anyway

Breakthrough Self Awareness 
Where do you start as a Breakthrough 
Leader?  It starts with YOU.  Who you are 
and how you show-up is the single most 
powerful tool you have.  I’ve developed 3 
killer questions (self awareness rocket 
fuel) you gotta start finding answers to if 
you want to step it up. 


Breakthrough Mind-Set 
How do the world’s greatest leaders and 
innovators come up with game-changing  
breakthroughs?  The truth will surprise 
you - its got a lot less to do with their 
planet-size brains than you might think.  
Discover the 9 things you can put into 
practice tomorrow to start attracting 
game-changing ‘lucky breaks’.  


Breakthrough Followers 
‘If you want to go fast go alone; if you 
want to go far go together’.  If you want 
to create and sustain success you need 
to boost your relationship intelligence.  
There are different intensit ies of 
followership; learn what’s what, what you 
need, and how to turn the dial. 


Breakthrough Leadership is new for 2018 and is where I share my 
inside track on what it takes to create Next Level Success.  It’s based on 20 years 
hands-on experience as coach and consultant to some of the most successful 
leaders on the planet, as well as the most brilliant life and career transforming 
strategies I’ve found and road-tested along the way.  If you’ve settled for 
mediocrity then this aint for you.  But if you know deep-down there’s more to 
come - that the world’s not yet seen what you’re truly capable of - then 
Breakthrough Leadership will be your turning point. 

In-house Formats: 
Book Breakthrough Leadership as 
an inspiring keynote slot at your 
conference or bitesize lunchtime 
session.  The benefits increase if 
you book it as a 1 day skill-building 
workshop.  Or, for the ultimate 
p a y off , c o m b i n e t h e 1 d a y 
workshop with 3 follow-up Action 
L e a r n i n g S e t m e e t i n g s f o r 
participants.  


On being fulfilled… 
Most of us are only part-filled; 
operating at about 50% of what’s 
possible.  Your journey to becoming 
a Breakthrough Leader is about 
being more fully-filled.  And its not 
a lways abou t add ing more .  
Unlearning habits and the myriad 
ways we sabotage ourselves is key 
to a more fulfilled life and career.  

Contact me to bring this to 
your people.  

Check out these blogs… 

What’s LUCK got to do with 
Leadership? 

The Science of Luck 
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